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Body:

I think that before proceeding further on this letter you should know (as I have just learned) that the E.O. 

scanning teams have just finished up at the JFK Library, where they scanned and released a high percentage of 

the RFK boxes that ARRB team looked at in June--in addition to a huge amount of other stuff, including 

Presidential Office Files, more National Security Files, a number of private collections (including Schlesinger, 

Salinger, Sorensen, and Amory), and all classified tape transcripts and oral histories.  Any assassination or 

assassination-related records in this material will (if still sanitized) come to the Board directly.Now that this 

year's scanning process is over, JFK Library will also be sending still-classified assassination records from our 

June trip to the Board and released-in-full assassination records to NARA.  Response from the agencies on the 

June records has been good, and the Library is aiming at a late October date for a large release of 

records.Given all this, I would suggest that the next step be to see exactly what has and has not been reviewed 

and released in this effort and identify any remaining records of possible interest--something that can best be 

done when Stephanie gets back from leave.  Since (I believe) CIA, State and DOD have not agreed to review 

anything more than Cuba records in the National Security Files (a process that is now nearly complete), I 

would then suggest working out an agreement with these agencies to review any additional records that have 

been identified before honing in further on our Library request.    
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